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Abstract—This paper presents a framework for a cluster system
that is suited for high-resolution image processing over the Internet
during surgery. The system realizes high-performance computing
(HPC) assisted surgery, which allows surgeons to utilize HPC re-
sources remote from the operating room. One application available
in the system is an intraoperative estimator for the range of mo-
tion (ROM) adjustment in total hip replacement (THR) surgery.
In order to perform this computation-intensive estimation during
surgery, we parallelize the ROM estimator on a cluster of 64 PCs,
each with two CPUs. Acceleration techniques such as dynamic load
balancing and data compression methods are incorporated into
the system. The system also provides a remote-access service over
the Internet with a secure execution environment. We applied the
system to an actual THR surgery performed at Osaka University
Hospital and confirmed that it realizes intraoperative ROM esti-
mation without degrading the resolution of images and limiting the
area for estimations.

Index Terms—Cluster computing, computer-assisted surgery,
high-performance computing, medical image processing, mes-
sage-passing program, range of motion (ROM) estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the rapid advances in information technology,
three-dimensional (3-D) image processing plays an

increasingly important role in surgery. 3-D image processing
is a key technique for preoperative surgical planning and
intraoperative guidance systems [1]–[3] that assist surgeons in
developing surgical plans and performing surgery according to
preoperative plans. For example, range of motion (ROM) esti-
mators [4]–[6] support surgeons in selecting and aligning the
optimal components of changeable artificial joint in total hip
replacement (THR) surgery. However, such image processing
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requires a large amount of computation because recent X-ray
computed tomography (CT) scans produce high-resolution
3-D images. Therefore, high-performance computing (HPC)
approaches are necessary for intraoperative image processing,
which requires real-time processing.

One emerging platform in HPC is the cluster system [7], [8],
or a collection of interconnected computers. Although, as com-
pared to shared-memory systems, cluster systems are loosely
coupled systems, rapid advances in hardware technology have
made such systems attractive because processors become much
faster and interconnections offer higher bandwidth with lower
latency. Some cluster systems consist of off-the-shelf hardware,
which allows the utilization of HPC resources at a lower cost
as compared to vendors’ supercomputer systems. In addition,
because cluster systems enable high-speed and large-scale data
processing by multiprocessor and distributed memory architec-
ture, developing medical image processing systems on clusters
realizes the HPC-assisted surgery with both real-time and high-
resolution image processing at a low cost. Moreover, cluster sys-
tems have the flexibility to extend their performance for the in-
creasing computational cost of medical image processing.

In order to realize this novel type of surgery, cluster-enabled
medical systems need to possess several extra facilities in addi-
tion to those on single systems. These facilities can be classified
into two groups based on whether they are intended for preop-
erative or intraoperative assistances. For preoperative supports,
cluster-enabled medical systems require 1) a secure execution
environment to keep patients’ confidential information and
2) necessary data distribution for data-intensive applications.
For intraoperative assistances, in addition to the above facilities
1) and 2), also 3) parallel processing is needed for real-time
processing of compute-intensive applications.

To realize the HPC-assisted surgery and share this novel pro-
cedure with several hospitals, we developed a testbed, named
Medical Image Processing Cluster (MIP-Cluster), composed of
64 off-the-shelf symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) PCs with two
CPUs per node. MIP-Cluster allows surgeons to utilize remote
HPC resources via the Internet and resolves facility issues 1)–3)
outlined above in the following medical applications: an ac-
curate estimation for the ROM adjustment in THR surgery, a
rigid/nonrigid registration [9], [10] for surgical planning, and
real-time volume rendering [11] for the 3-D visualization of in-
visible parts inside patients.

In the present paper, we report our work as follows. Section II
reviews the related work concerning the use of HPC during
surgery. Section III describes the design and implementation of
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MIP-Cluster. Section IV presents a ROM estimator as an ex-
ample of medical applications available on MIP-Cluster. Sec-
tion V shows experimental results obtained at Osaka University
Hospital using our systems. And finally, Section VI summarizes
the main conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Several recent works [12]–[17] incorporated HPC approaches
into operating room. In [12], Warfield et al. describe a real-time
intraoperative image segmentation algorithm for image-guided
surgery. The algorithm classifies the brain from intraopera-
tively scanned volumetric data and shows surface rendering
of the classified brain with transparently rendered skin sur-
face. It dynamically balances processor workloads by using
a master/slave (M/S) decomposition [18] with the number of
tasks greatly exceeding the number of CPUs. Their parallel
implementation on a 20 CPU Sun Ultra HPC 6000 classifies a
256 256 60 voxel image in approximately 20 s, which is
rapid enough to realize intraoperative assistances. By contrast,
sequential implementation requests more than 2 min. They also
present an intersubject affine registration algorithm [13] that
is capable of aligning an anatomical atlas to a subject in less
than 45 s on a 12 CPU SunFire 6800. In [14], a nonrigid reg-
istration algorithm that simulates the biomechanical properties
of the brain and its deformations during surgery is described.
Its implementation on the Sun Ultra HPC 6000 accelerates
the time of this estimation to less than 10 s. Although this
algorithm uses a static load balancing strategy with equally
sized domains being assigned to each CPU, the load imbalance
issue remains unaddressed. Nevertheless, their HPC approach
has successfully assisted surgeons during surgery.

Rohlfing et al. [15] demonstrate a parallel implementation of
a fast nonrigid registration algorithm for intraoperative imaging
such as a brain deformation during cranial surgery. On a 128
CPU SGI Origin 3800, their parallel implementation reduces the
execution time from hours to minutes with the maximal speedup
of a factor of .

In addition to these vendors’ shared-memory multiproces-
sors, clusters of off-the-shelf PCs also exhibit HPC benefits.
In [16], Ourselin et al. introduce parallel affine registration,
yielding a speedup of on 10 CPUs. Liao et al. [17] develop
a high-resolution stereoscopic display driven by a parallel ren-
dering system on a cluster. Warfield et al. [14] also demonstrate
the greatest performance with a cluster of fast CPUs, exceeding
that of a shared-memory multiprocessors which utilizes higher
bandwidth lower latency backplane but with slower CPUs.

Another emerging HPC platform is the Grid [19] whose
concept is coordinated resource sharing and problem solving
in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations. Hast-
ings et al. [20] show a toolkit that allows rapid and efficient
development of biomedical image analysis applications in a
distributed environment. They are currently developing inter-
faces to the Globus toolkit [21], which provides standard Grid
mechanisms such as resource, security, and file management.
Mizuno-Matsumoto et al. [22] develop a Grid-enabled system
for analyzing the functional state of the brain. Their system
running on a 16 CPU Exemplar V2200/N reduces the analysis

Fig. 1. Overview of MIP-Cluster. Each node in the cluster has two Pentium
III 1-GHz processors, 2 GB of registered main memory with ECC, and 40 GB
of local disk storage. Local storage is used for clinical data while NFS mounted
storage is used for application development.

time from 285 to 40 s. Norton et al. [23] introduce a method that
enables volume visualization of data from the Grid. In order to
overcome the problem of low bandwidth, their method limits
the requirement for data transmission by combining wavelet
compression with visibility detection. This enables responsible
visualization with a delay of 2 s or less between frames.

Although many researchers have realized medical image
processing on shared-memory multiprocessors as well as
distributed-memory multiprocessors, as summarized above, to
the best of our knowledge, work on developing a framework to
utilize HPC resources remote from the operating room during
surgery is lacking. Only a few publications [24]–[26] describe
the intraoperative use of an HPC resource distant from the
operating room where surgery is performed. However, the
access to the HPC resource from the operating room in these
works is apparently restricted via a local-area network (LAN),
because security issues are unaddressed.

The present paper aims to tackle the following issues related
to HPC resources remote from the operating room for its sharing
by several hospitals: a) physical proximity, b) security environ-
ment, c) network bandwidth, and d) network latency between
the operating room and the remote HPC system, and e) sched-
uling of high-priority jobs on the shared system.

III. MIP-CLUSTER: A MEDICAL IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM

FOR REMOTE PARALLEL PROCESSING

The design and implementation of MIP-Cluster that ad-
dresses issues a)–e) by hardware and software approaches are
described as follows.

A. Hardware Architecture of MIP-Cluster

Fig. 1 illustrates hardware overview of the MIP-Cluster
system, including a client PC in the operating room at Osaka
University Hospital, located approximately 5 km from the
MIP-Cluster. The Internet connection from the client to the
MIP-Cluster solves a) physical proximity issue because it
provides HPC resources for any hospital at any time, such
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Fig. 2. Software architecture of MIP-Cluster. MIP-client and MIP-server provide an automation framework for remote parallel processing with a secure execution
environment and a high-speed data transmission mechanism.

as with ubiquitous computing [27]. Ubiquitous computing
is a key factor for preparing emergency surgeries. However,
because the Internet is a public network, this connection raises
b) the security issue. To address this issue in terms of hardware
architecture, the system is divided into two components: a
cluster of node PCs that executes parallel medical applications
and a gateway PC that connects the cluster with the Internet.
The gateway also serves as a network firewall that protects the
cluster from malicious accesses and provides the cluster’s HPC
resources for remote client PCs in operating rooms. Thus, any
malicious access to the system is limited to the gateway, and
this makes the system secure and frees administrators from
managing many node PCs.

The cluster has 64 SMP nodes in total and each node con-
sists of off-the-shelf components such as two Pentium III 1-GHz
processors, 2 GB of registered main memory with error-cor-
rection code (ECC), and 40 GB of local disk storage. Because
the packets for node management such as network file system
(NFS) and network information service (NIS) [28] can abandon
the performance of parallel medical applications due to net-
work congestion, the cluster is also connected to two networks, a
Myrinet network [29] for parallel processing and a Fast Ethernet
network for node management, yielding full-duplex bandwidth
of 2 Gb/s and 100 Mb/s with the minimum latency of 10 s and
50 s, respectively.

Two types of storage are available in the cluster, a local
storage for clinical data and a 144-GB NFS mounted storage for
application development. Because all nodes share NFS mounted
storage, local storage offers better read/write performance if
every node simultaneously performs disk accesses during
parallel execution. For example, every node can independently
read preoperative data from its local storage, because this data
can be distributed to nodes before surgery. On the other hand,
NFS mounted storage suits for application development, where
program code is frequently modified, compiled, and executed
for debugging.

It should be noted that the cluster system must be tested for
endurance in order to confirm the reliability of hardware com-
ponents. Because parallel applications generally perform calcu-
lation and communication, memory and network components
must behave in a correct manner at least during surgery. We
tested them by using a program that performs read/write ac-
cesses for every address of main memory and transmits data
between every pair of processors. Furthermore, we confirmed

cooling facility be acceptable for heavy computation and com-
munication running for 24 h.

In addition to reliability, the cluster system requires fault-
tolerance capability that enables applications to continue to
process without losing the time benefits of HPC. Because
off-the-shelf components generally lack this capability, a soft-
ware approach is required to enable this. One simple method is
to duplicate the entire cluster system and automatically switch
them with a timeout mechanism.

B. Software Architecture of MIP-Cluster

Fig. 2 presents the software architecture of MIP-Cluster. Each
node in MIP-Cluster runs on free software: the Linux oper-
ating system and the SCore cluster system software [30]. The
licensing scheme of free software suits for the cluster system,
because the cost for employed software should be independent
of the number of processors in order to construct a larger system
at a lower cost.

SCore provides a multiuser environment with fault tolerance
based on checkpointing. This environment addresses issue e),
because it uses a gang scheduling mechanism [31] with priority
queues, which enables time-shared scheduling and provides an
interactive parallel programming environment. In an emergency
case, surgeons can submit parallel jobs with the highest priority,
and these jobs are always executed immediately. If the number
of processors is insufficient for all the queued jobs, then any job
with a lower priority is suspended until the highest priority job
terminates. If two or more jobs are submitted with the highest
priority, these jobs are executed simultaneously.

Parallel medical applications are implemented using the C++
language and message passing interface (MPI) routines [32].
MPI is a widely used standard for writing message-passing
programs and enables the development of highly portable and
efficient parallel applications on distributed memory multipro-
cessors. We are currently using the MPICH-SCore library [33],
a fast implementation of MPI, provided by SCore. It should
be noted here that MPI assumes explicit parallelism coded by
developers. Therefore, developers take the responsibility for
identifying the bottleneck code of sequential applications and
determining which code should be parallelized, according to
the performance analysis of the applications.

The details of MIP-client and MIP-server in Fig. 2 are de-
scribed in Section III-C.
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C. Framework for Remote Parallel Processing

MIP-client and MIP-server provide an automation framework
for remote parallel processing with a secure execution envi-
ronment and a high-speed data transmission mechanism. This
framework employs a client–server paradigm and has the fol-
lowing two facilities in order to address issues b)–d) in terms of
software architecture.

• Secure execution environment: The framework has to
realize an environment that 1) protects patients’ data
transmitted over the Internet and 2) prevents any unau-
thorized/unauthenticated/uncertificated access to the
cluster system. Requirement 1) is ethically obligatory and
requirement 2) is required to prevent operating hijacking
based on spoofing. These requirements are implemented
by using the OpenSSL public key cryptography library
[34], which encrypts transmitted data, authenticates users,
and prevents tapping and spoofing. The authentication is
achieved by giving the password of an account assigned
for each surgeon. In our experiments, surgeons in the
same operating room share one account authenticated
only once immediately before surgery. The certification is
based on X.509 certificates [35], which can be imported
from public certificate authorities.

• High-speed data transmission: The framework has to
provide a mechanism that efficiently transmits data
over the Internet. This efficient mechanism is neces-
sary for real-time remote processing, especially when a
high-bandwidth network with a low latency is unavail-
able. For example, a 512 512 512 voxel image in 16-b
color becomes 256 MB in size, and thereby transmitting
this raw image over a low-bandwidth network with a
high latency can nullify the time benefits of HPC. Our
framework satisfies this requirement by 1) compressing
data as well as 2) avoiding retransmission of the same
data. It compresses input/output data by using one of the
following two libraries: LZO [36] for the high-bandwidth
network and zlib [37] for the low-bandwidth network.
Both are lossless data compression libraries, with LZO
focusing on real-time compression and zlib specializing
in general-purpose and high-rate compression. It should
be noted here that the appropriate compression library is
currently determined by application developers according
to the network bandwidth between the client and the
server. Retransmission mechanism is managed by com-
paring file information including file name, file size, and
last modified date. Therefore, when data are modified
at any location, the system detects the mismatched file
information, and then decides retransmission.

In addition to the above facilities, our framework has the fol-
lowing useful facilities.

• Progress report: To inform distantly connected surgeons
of the progress in parallel execution, the system reports the
progress every half second and shows the expected com-
pletion time of the submitted job. This facility is useful
when the submitted job is unexpectedly suspended due to
other high-priority jobs.

Fig. 3. Encapsulated procedure for remote parallel processing. The procedure
consists of four major stages: (1.–4.) input-data transmission, (5.–7.) job
submission, (8.–9.) parallel execution, and (10.–12.) output-data transmission.
See text for details.

• Automatic parallel execution: The framework should en-
able users to submit their jobs in the same way as they do
in sequential systems. This is necessary to prevent human
error originated from the procedure for remote parallel ex-
ecution. Thus, the procedure must be simplified in a mis-
sion-critical system, so that our framework hides it from
the users. Fig. 3 shows the encapsulated procedure, which
consists of four major stages as follows.

1) Input-data transmission: The client (1.) compresses
input data and (2.) sends it to the gateway. The
gateway (3.) registers the received data and (4.) dis-
tributes it to the nodes in the cluster.

2) Job submission: The client (5.) requests the gateway
to execute a parallel job over the Internet. When the
gateway receives a request from the client, it (6.)
submits the requested job to SCore. Each node (7.)
decompresses their input data.

3) Parallel execution: Each node (8.) executes the sub-
mitted job in parallel and (9.) periodically reports
the progress of execution to the client.

4) Output-data transmission: Each node (10.) com-
presses output data and (11.) transmits it back to the
client. The client (12.) decompresses the received
data and obtains the result for the submitted job.

IV. PARALLELIZING RANGE OF MOTION (ROM) ESTIMATOR

This section describes the background of ROM estimation
and our strategy for parallelizing a ROM estimator [6].

A. Background

ROM estimation, which computes the safe ROM, aims at
assisting surgeons in selecting and aligning the optimal com-
ponents of changeable artificial joint: the cup, head, neck, and
stem components (ANCA-FIT, Cremascoli, Milan, Italy) as
illustrated in Fig. 4(a). This assistance is important for both
the surgeon and patient, because either inappropriate or im-
properly positioned components increase the risk of clinical
problems such as dislocation, wear, and loosening [5], [6].

Existing ROM estimators [4]–[6] are useful in developing
preoperative surgical plans, which determine the optimal com-
ponents of an artificial joint, its implant position, and orienta-
tion. However, the preoperative plans may need to be altered
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Fig. 4. Components of artificial joint and representation of hip joint motion.
(a) Changeable cup, head, neck, and stem components and (b) hip joint motion
defined over the components.

in view of unpredicted conditions revealed during surgery. For
example, if the bone tissue around the preoperatively planned
position is proven to be fragile, the surgeon has to realign the
cup components in a stable position and to reselect the optimal
combination of head and neck components for the new posi-
tion. Therefore, in order to address this problem, a fast estimator
based on the actual positions and orientations of the implanted
cup and stem components is required.

The accuracy of intraoperative estimation depends on the fol-
lowing three factors.

1) 3-D surface models of surgical objects constructed from
preoperative CT images: In our navigation system [6],
the CT images of the pelvis and femur are obtained by
a helical scanner (HiSpeed Advantage, GE Medical Sys-
tems, Milwaukee, WI, USA). The image size is 512 512
pixels under a field of view (FOV) of 42 cm with 3-mm
slice thickness and 1-mm reconstruction pitch. The sur-
face models are reconstructed from these preoperative im-
ages by using the Marching Cubes algorithm [38] with a
threshold value of 150 Hounsfield Units (HU).

2) Tracking and measurement of the patient and operating
tools during surgery: The positions of the pelvis and
the femur are tracked by 24 light-emitting diode (LED)
markers attached to the bone using an optical 3-D posi-
tion sensor (OPTOTRAK 3020 [39], Northern Digital
Inc., Waterloo, ON, Canada). The placement of the cup
and the stem components is guided and measured using
cup and stem localizers with LED markers.

3) Registration [40] of the model and the patient: Sur-
face-based registration is performed by using the
iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [41] with the
least square method. 30 points are sampled from 1) a
periarticular area that is usually exposed and is easily
accessed through a posterolateral approach and 2) a
peripheral area of 1) where some surface points can be
digitized without additional skin incision.

We expect these parameters are acceptable for ROM estima-
tions, because our prior work confirms that 1) two clinical cases
of ROM estimations are consistent with actually measured mo-
tions [6] and 2) the error of registration is acceptable for clinical
use [42]. The accuracy of registration is 1.2 mm and 0.9 of bias

with 0.7 mm and 0.3 of root mean square (rms) in the pelvis,
and 1.4 mm and 0.6 of bias with 1.3 mm and 0.3 of rms in
the femur. See [6], [42] for more information of the accuracy of
registration and cases of ROM estimations.

B. ROM Estimation

Before describing the details of ROM estimation, it is neces-
sary to briefly introduce a representation of hip joint motion pre-
sented in [6] (see Fig. 4(b)). Given the pelvis coordinate system
(pelvis-CS) and the femur coordinate system (femur-CS), the
hip joint motion is represented by the transformation from the
pelvis-CS to the femur-CS , given by

(1)

where is a transformation matrix representing the
orientation of the cup in the pelvis-CS, is a fixed transfor-
mation matrix determined by the selected head and neck com-
ponents, is a variable transformation matrix constrained to
the rotational motion, and is a transformation matrix rep-
resenting the reverse orientation of the stem in the femur-CS.
Both and are determined by one of the following two
methods. For preoperative assistances, the surgeon determines
them by visualization and experience. For intraoperative assis-
tances, optical position sensors provide the actual values of
and by measuring implanted components.

Given , , and , the safe ROM is defined as a set
of rotation transformation matrix such that avoids any
implant–implant, bone–implant, and bone–bone impingements.
Because is defined as a 3-D rotation matrix, ROM estima-
tion is a computing-intensive application. Therefore, a real-time
estimator is necessary to reduce patient time in surgery in order
to, for example, decrease the physical stress of patients and
the need for blood transfusion. Furthermore, to obtain precise
ROMs, an intraoperative estimation based on measured and

is required.
In the following, we represent by the Euler angles,

( ), where
, , and represent yaw, pitch, and role angles, respectively

(see Fig. 4(b)).

C. Parallel Implementation

We now present how we parallelize the ROM estimator. The
calculation in ROM estimation has two features as follows.

F1: Coarse-grain parallelism with many parallel tasks.
F2: Nondeterministic time complexity.

Feature F1 determines what should be calculated in parallel with
respect to performance. This feature enables processors to in-
vestigate independently each rotation on whether it
causes impingements. It leads to a reasonable acceleration, since
there are a large number of rotations to be investigated. It should
be noted that fine-grain parallelism should be exploited if the
number of rotations is insufficient for that of processors. Thus,
the balance between the number of parallel tasks and that of pro-
cessors determines the choice of parallelism.

Feature F2 requires a dynamic load-balancing mechanism.
If the rotations are equally assigned to processors in a static
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Fig. 5. M/S dynamic load balancing for ROM estimation.

manner, we fail to obtain a reasonable speedup due to this fea-
ture. In addition, it is not easy to statically predict the workload
required for each rotation, because the workload depends on
how complicated the objects intersect each other and this varies
dynamically for individual rotations. Therefore, to realize dy-
namic load balancing, we employ the M/S paradigm [18], where
the master manages the safe ROM and assigns tasks to the idle
slaves (see Fig. 5). Here, a task corresponds to the collision de-
tection for a set of rotations and the grain size of each task cor-
responds to the number of rotations in the set.

We implement our ROM estimator using the C++ language
and the MPICH-SCore library. For each of collision detections,
we use the V-COLLIDE library [43], [44], which rapidly detects
precise collisions at time, where and denote the
number of polygonal objects and that of polygonal objects very
close to each other, respectively. Because V-COLLIDE detects
all of the collided polygons, a simple modification is made on
this library so that it returns immediately upon detecting one
collided polygon.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents some experimental results obtained
at Osaka University Hospital, consisting of 1) the speedup of
our ROM estimator with different task grain sizes and 2) the
turnaround time of remote parallel processing with different
compression algorithms. We also discuss the possibility of the
HPC-assisted surgery.

A. Practical Use in THR Surgery

We applied our ROM estimator to a THR surgery performed
at Osaka University Hospital. Fig. 6 shows the schema for this
surgery assisted by both preoperative and intraoperative ROM
estimations.

Before the surgery, we obtained CT images of the pelvis and
the femur and constructed their 3-D surface models according
to the method mentioned in Section IV-A. Pelvis and femur data
were recorded in Visualization Toolkit (VTK) binary format
[45] and were composed of 116 270 and 30 821 polygons (3.4
and 0.9 MB in size), respectively. Then, by using our automa-
tion framework, these data were compressed and transmitted to
MIP-Cluster. Two types of estimation were subsequently per-
formed: preoperative ROM estimation and preoperative limb
length estimation [6] to minimize a limb length discrepancy be-
tween left and right legs. We repeated these preoperative estima-
tions ten times with different positions, orientations, and com-
binations of artificial joints. Based on these estimation results,

the surgeon developed a preoperative surgical plan establishing
the optimal combination of the cup, head, neck, and stem com-
ponents, and the implant position and orientation of the cup and
stem components.

During the surgery, the surgeon first removed diseased bone
tissue and temporarily implanted the cup and stem compo-
nents according to the preoperative plan. As mentioned in
Section IV-A, the placement of these components was guided
and measured by localizers with LED markers. After this
placement, we transmitted measured and (200 B in
size) to MIP-Cluster, and then performed intraoperative limb
length and ROM estimations to check whether the actual placed
cup and stem components could cause serious clinical problems
with the preoperatively selected head and neck components.
These intraoperative estimations were repeated three times
with various head and neck components in order to derive the
final position at which the optimal components are implanted.

Fig. 7 shows the obtained safe ROM, where and
. On a sequential system, the number of rotations would have

to be reduced to ensure real-time processing. For example, in
order to limit the area for estimations, only and at
can be varied in order to obtain a two-dimensional safe ROM as
shown in Fig. 7(a). Alternatively, the resolution of images has
to be degraded in order to reduce the number of polygons. By
contrast, MIP-Cluster enabled us to vary all of the three angles
while still maintain real-time processing, the entire area for es-
timations, and the resolution of images, and thereby rendered a
3-D safe ROM as shown in Fig. 7(b).

The safe ROM is currently estimated based on implant–
implant, bone–implant, and bone–bone impingements. Other
impingements caused by muscles and soft tissues are not taken
into consideration. Therefore, it is impossible to reproduce
all simulated safe ROM intraoperatively. Nevertheless, our
ROM estimator provides an upper bound for the safe ROM,
which is useful for the surgeon to determine whether additional
osteotomy on the pelvic bone is required. For example, if an
upper bound is obviously small for a yaw angle, the surgeon
can accordingly recognize that additional osteotomy is required
to remove unwanted impingements. In this case, the surface
model can be intraoperatively reconstructed from the bone
shape resurfaced by the additional osteotomy based on a set of
3-D points obtained by digitizing the bone surface using the
OPTORAK sensor [46].

B. Speedup of Parallel ROM Estimator

To evaluate our parallel ROM estimator, we measured the
speedup of the estimator with different task grain sizes. The
results in this section concern only the parallelized part and Sec-
tion V-C presents the entire turnaround time, including the exe-
cution time for data transmission. We varied the values of three
angles , , and by 1 , 1 , and 20 , respectively, i.e., we in-
vestigated 360 180 18 1 166 400 rotations.

In the following, let be the grain size of each task. Fig. 8
shows the execution time on 128 CPUs, where .
On Fast Ethernet, we obtained the minimal speedup of
when , and the maximal speedup reached a factor of

when . This maximal speedup is close to the result
on Myrinet, which yields the minimal and maximal speedups of
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Fig. 6. Schema for total hip replacement surgery.

Fig. 7. ROM estimation results for (a)  = 0 and (b)  = �40; 0; and 40. An enclosed area corresponds to a slice of a safe ROM. �, �, and  represent yaw,
pitch, and role angles, respectively.

Fig. 8. Execution time on 128 CPUs with different grain size. Measured time on (a) Fast Ethernet and (b) Myrinet.

and , respectively. Thus, once the appropriate value for
is selected, an intraoperative estimation can be performed on

Fast Ethernet, a widely used LAN.
Fig. 9 shows the distribution maps of the execution time on

Fast Ethernet, where and . Based on these
maps, the reason why the minimal speedup on Fast Ethernet
becomes extremely small can be elucidated. In most cases, the
slaves take below 2 ms to decide whether a rotation causes
collisions. Therefore, the grain size of each task is too small
for this high latency network. Under such circumstance, the
master suffers from network congestion and the slaves easily
become idle states. Actually, the total time of send routine (MPI
_Send) called by the master accounts for 90% of the execution

time (86.9 s) and the average total time of receive routine (MPI
_Recv) called by the slaves accounts for 80%. Thus, the master
becomes busy in assigning tasks while the slaves stay idle until
they receive a task.

We also measured the execution time of a static implemen-
tation that statically assigns an equal number of rotations in a
block distribution manner. The execution times on Fast Ethernet
and Myrinet were 41.6 and 26.6 s, respectively. It should be
noted here that the M/S implementation loses its load balancing
facility with the increase of . That is, the behavior of the M/S
implementation becomes similar to that of the static implemen-
tation. However, there exists a gap between their execution time:
41.6 26.5 15.1 s on Fast Ethernet and 26.6 22.0 4.6 s
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Fig. 9. Distribution maps of detection time on Fast Ethernet, where (a)  = 0 and (b)  = 40.

TABLE I
TURNAROUND TIME OF SEQUENTIAL AND REMOTE PARALLEL PROCESSING. FE AND MY REPRESENT

FAST ETHERNET AND MYRINET, RESPECTIVELY

on Myrinet, where ( ). This gap is
also caused by the network congestion mentioned above. While
the static implementation gathers the distributed safe ROMs all
at once, the M/S implementation allows every slave to return
their safe ROMs as soon as they complete their assigned task.
Therefore, comparing to the M/S implementation, the static im-
plementation can easily cause network congestion when gath-
ering the safe ROM.

C. Turnaround Time of Remote Parallel Processing

Table I lists the turnaround times of ROM estimations when
processing in sequential and remote parallel. To clarify the con-
tribution of data compression, we compared three implementa-
tions: LZO, zlib, and no compression.

Although our system required additional times for remote
parallel processing, times and , , and , it
reduced the turnaround time from 1354 s on a single system
to the minimum of 23.4 s on Myrinet and to that of 28.5 s on
Fast Ethernet. These turnaround times of less than one half of a
minute are speedy enough for intraoperative processing.

TABLE II
RESULTS ON DATA COMPRESSION. NUMBERS IN BRACKETS REPRESENT

COMPRESSION RATE

It was also evident that both data-compression algorithms
successfully reduced the turnaround time by approximately
33% on Fast Ethernet and 37% on Myrinet. This improvement
is achieved by the high compressibility of the safe ROM, be-
cause the safe ROMs are represented as a sequence of Boolean
values and the same value repeatedly appears in the sequence.
Therefore, as shown in Table II, both algorithms yield high
compression rate, 99% by zlib and 98% by LZO, and its data
size is accordingly reduced from 22.8 to 500 kB.

A significant gap between LZO and zlib appeared only at
time . That is, as compared to LZO, zlib takes more time to
compress data but generates 25% smaller data. Therefore, zlib
takes an advantage over LZO when transmitting data via a low-
bandwidth network and when broadcasting data to the nodes
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in the cluster. By contrast, LZO takes an advantage over zlib
when transmitting data via a high-bandwidth network and when
compressing data that achieve high-rate compression such as the
safe ROM.

D. Discussions on the HPC-Assisted Surgery

Our results indicate that HPC-assisted surgery can be success-
fully performed under the following conditions.

• On parallel method: The M/S paradigm allows easy
utilization of sequential implementations, because it ex-
ploits coarse-grain parallelism. Therefore, this paradigm
enables parallelizing many existing applications with
ease. Furthermore, because the M/S paradigm realizes a
dynamic load balancing mechanism, it provides an adap-
tive performance on heterogeneous clusters. In addition,
incorporating a timeout mechanism into M/S applications
realizes fault tolerance capability that tolerates hard-
ware/software faults on the slaves. The shared-memory
paradigm also allows parallelizing sequential applications
easily. For example, OpenMP [47] automatically paral-
lelizes sequential programs according to simple compiler
directives inserted into the programs by developers.
However, it requires expensive shared-memory multipro-
cessors. Thus, we believe that developing M/S programs
on off-the-shelf clusters is a good solution in today’s
technology with balanced consideration on performance,
cost, and effort for parallelization.

• On data transmission: High-speed data transmission is a
key factor for real-time processing. To achieve this, an
appropriate compression algorithm has to be selected for
every transmission. One solution is to employ LZO for
high-speed LANs and zlib for low-speed wide-area net-
works (WANs). Although this solution results in a good
performance for our current applications, more sophisti-
cated techniques, such as streaming, will deliver better
performance for future applications that require a high
frame rate with video quality.

• On secure execution: When addressing security issues, it
is quite important to 1) clarify which objects have to be
protected from what kind of attacks, and to 2) evaluate
the loss and damage sustained from attacks. For point
1), the gateway is useful for protecting other vulnerable
nodes from malicious accesses. Furthermore, OpenSSL
is also useful for protecting MIP server from unautho-
rized/unauthenticated/uncertificated accesses. For point
2), a secondary gateway is needed to maintain HPC
services in case the primary gateway stops the services.
In addition, any data except on the client must be anony-
mous. This is an effective approach if anonymous data
have no significance for attackers. Assuming that the
client has i) personal information, ii) patient’s anonymous
data, and iii) database that binds i) and ii), the cluster
is allowed to have only anonymous data, if the client
manages the database and the cluster has the same anony-
mous data as the client. The key idea is that the binding
information, which gives significance to attackers, is kept
inside the client.

VI. CONCLUSION

We present a remote parallel-processing system for medical
image processing, the MIP-Cluster system, developed for the
HPC-assisted surgery. Our new system provides an intraop-
erative ROM estimation by parallel processing based on the
M/S dynamic load balancing. It also realizes an automation
framework for remote parallel processing, which includes a
secure execution environment by public key cryptography and
high-speed data transmission by lossless data compression
algorithms.

As a result, as compared to a sequential system which takes
one half of an hour for the estimation, MIP-Cluster accelerates
the process to less than one half of a minute, and thereby real-
izes intraoperative surgical planning without degrading the res-
olution of images and limiting the area for estimations.

One remaining issue is to achieve fault tolerance, which en-
ables highly reliable systems. This issue can be easily addressed
by duplicating the entire system including the network between
the system and the operating room, and automatically switch
them with a timeout mechanism. Another issue on the ROM
estimator is to reduce the amount of computation. To address
this, we are currently incorporating an adaptive ROM refine-
ment technique into the estimator. This technique manages the
safe ROM in a hierarchy, where processors perform collision
detections in a coarse-to-fine manner.
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